Love, O Love, Where Can You Be?

Love, O Love, Where Can You Be?
Do you hide behind the rock, beyond the trees?
Or are you flowing deep within emotion’s stream,
   Ever powerful, silently?

   In ages past, I know not when,
   I lost my sight, I lost the way.
Now I come again on bended knee
   To seek God’s grace and pray.

I search and search for some small sign
   Revealing you to me.
Somehow I know if I but strive
   I will discover thee!

   Then I once more awaken
   And hear a sweet familiar song
That pierces through the darkness —
   I’m no longer alone!

   You are there, ever present,
   Always waiting patiently,
Tending to the Heart of God
   Sacrificing endlessly!

Unaccustomed am I in mind and emotion
   To the varied ways of the Heart,
I now await your tutoring — Divine Instruction
   From the Blessed Mind of God.
O Love, Come forth that I may see
And know, expanding into Life
The sweet melodic strains of the Heart.

O Life, be filled with cosmic Love!
O Life, be nourished by this Love!
O Life, receive this Blessing from above!

Extend the Hand of Light.
Shine forth abundantly.
Restore all in Christ Love.

Then hand in hand, homeward bound,
Until our Light shines forth,
Bring to the land, to hearth and home
The fruit of Christ Eternal.

Love! O Love! I know thee now!
At Peace, I AM and Free
Proclaiming our Eternal Bliss
In Life's true Destiny!

I AM Here! I AM God! I AM Love!

All men have searched far and wide in the pursuit of the understanding of this Love of which I speak. Great poets have uttered verses of unrequited love, disappointment, and all manner of confusion when attempting to understand the true Love of the Heart. The sadness, the joy, the sense of separation, the reunions filled with the fullness of life — all are presented in verse and song that you might place your attention upon the Heart.

Many times you become lost in the search for love, looking hither and yon, beyond the hills, in faraway lands, thinking surely love must be there. You may touch that Love if you will take but a moment to look within your own Heart. Understanding the capacity of a Heart overflowing with God Love, you will recognize all you require to fill the void of the dark nights, to soothe the anxieties or the anticipations intensified by the pursuit of greater Love.

Love Is Only Found within the Heart

The Love you search for will not be found in the earthly planes. It may be reinforced by the Beauty of God expressed through nature, through magnificent works of art, through strains of music born of the Heart of God,
through the intercession of the Heart Flame of another. But it is only the Heart, teaming with the Fires of God, that answers your striving. You cannot find one increment of God Love without entering into a Heart, filled with the desire for God, where you will indeed find all Love.

Many have written, sung, and conversed on this topic, for there is no greater pursuit than the quest for Love. But let that pursuit be for the Love of God. Then all other loves will come within the right cycle, within timetables that afford you the opportunity to fully engage with an open Heart. One must be patient. One must allow for the natural unfolding of these cycles. There is much to learn, many initiations to pass, most assuredly including surrendering the human ego, the self-concern of one’s person, upon the Altar. Absent this surrender, you are left with the dubious record of many lifetimes of vain pursuits toward loves that have failed, disappointed, causing great pain.

When you elect to enter into the pathway of the Light of the Secret Love Star, I, Venus, promise you that the pure Love you desire will be forthcoming. Let your Heart be tutored by the Ray of Love from this glorious Star. Then the illumined Heart will understand what it means to say, “No, this is not for me. You do not speak of genuine Love, but of a selfish pursuit. Pass by me.” Likewise, when you encounter true love, and your Christ attunement confirms what you already know in the core of your being, then you may safely give leave for that new love to enter your world.

Throughout the Cosmos, these two responses to life’s opportunities must constantly be weighed. The balance scales of your life require that you exhibit greater Christ Discrimination. When this occurs, there will no longer be the temptation to fall sway to the influence of those who pursue you, bringing falsity and ill will. You will also understand if a work of art is part of the Divine creation. When it is not, you will move on, leaving that ill-created work unfinished until another time when perhaps it can be perfected.

Pursuits of Love take you into all avenues of life — into the love of family, the love of man and woman, the love of nature, and the love of Beauty. Love also takes you into the higher initiations of life so that you might understand the glorious fabric of Life, wearing the garments of the great Pranas of the elemental Forces of Nature. You cannot begin to understand how these Forces work, how they respond to direction, how they assist in the building process of creation until the initiations of Love are understood.

Recalling Your Electrons

It is not by chance that some of life’s greatest pain and discomfort comes through disappointment in love. For it is through these initiations that you come to understand where true Love must reside, and where you are required
to place your attention. Surely, at one time or another, all have been persuaded to entrust their precious Electrons of Light, wrapped in ribbons of Pink Love, to those who have not deserved that Love. Know that you can summon home these Electrons, for the wholeness that you require within yourself is dependent upon the free and unrestricted figure-eight flow of these Electrons of Love. When your Love is not returned, you are obliged to call Home to your Heart those misplaced Electrons so that they might return to your Heart and go out once more repolarized with unconditional Love for all of life. Then, you will find your wholeness reestablished and further opportunity for the initiations and cycles of Love to come forth once more.

You cannot be shy or timid when entering into the initiations of Love. Procrastination or withholding the release of Love will not allow the Heart to register, with Illumination’s Flame, the intent, the Purity and the necessary connection with other parts of life when that Love does go forth.

So the Heart cannot be stilled, cannot be stopped. You cannot forestall it flowing forth. Yet, it must be guided by the Illumination of the Heart. When you elect to truly engage in Love, let your first Love be the Love of your own God Presence, for therein you will be filled with the discriminating faculties that allow you to make wise decisions in all other areas of the personal Love you extend.

**The Current of the Secret Love Star**

As you stand within the Current of the protection of this pure Love, the Light of God issuing forth from the Secret Love Star will teach you the true Vibration of Love, and will allow you to move freely within its Current, embracing all things that enter your life. But should you step out of that protective Current, seal your chakras with the fullness of the Threefold Flame of your own Christ Identity so that you will carry the protection of the Will of God, the wise use of God’s energy, and have only those desires that are in accordance with the sacred Vibration you learned while in the Current of the Secret Love Star.

Perhaps you thought this was simply a Dispensation for you to receive once, and then go about your merry way, living your life as heretofore practiced. But the Dispensation of the Secret Love Star is ongoing and is for your instruction, so that you might have the touchstone of Love and understand what is required of your Heart. As the Heart learns to be the resilient force of God moving within the Earth, filled with the pure Vibration of Love, that Heart — the very core of your being — will venture into those areas of life that teach you the greatest lessons that will strengthen you for all time and allow you to test your Courage and to exercise your garnered Wisdom. But
most of all, your Heart will be tutored in the art of Love, recognizing when pure Love is offered, and then receiving that Love into your being. That Love is initiated within the Heart of God and is dispensed throughout all of life for your nourishment.

No matter where you look, no matter where you go, regardless of whom you encounter, you may enter into Love unconditionally, purely. But when you would accept into your being and world negativity, misqualification, or inharmony, you are no longer protected by the pure Current of the Love Star established within your personal forcefield. You are protected only as long as you stand in the Light of your God Presence and allow the Heart to flood forth Purity.

Do not be dismayed if others will oft times have difficulty accepting that pure Love, for their Hearts have not yet been trained. They do not understand a Love absent the emotional torrent of passion with its ups and downs. They do not understand that only the intellect reigns, absent the engagement of the Heart. You, Beloved, will be the one to say, “Come, come, allow Love to flow into your Heart,” or “Stay — stay where you are for I must move on. Time must pass and energy must change!”

There will at times be sadness, for all do not yet have the ability to understand Divine Love. But, as the initiate of Love, you must continue to strive, and even when there are those failed initiations in Love, continue to allow the Heart to unfold as the budding rose, unconditionally giving of the perfumed essence of God Love to all.

*No Love Is Ever Wasted*

When entertaining a personal love, let it be guided by Wisdom and protected by the Will of God. No Love is ever wasted. I have instructed on this time and time again. You may love every moment of every day of every lifetime, and not one erg of that energy that goes forth wrapped in the ribbons of Love will be lost to you. If Love be selfless, if it be pure, it will always remain and expand in the glorious pink band of your Causal Body. It will sustain you in those times when you elect to stand alone in the fullness of your own Love of God and be filled, knowing that nothing can shake those areas of life firmly fixed and grounded in God Love.

So you see, Beloved, the foundation of all things begins with Love. Allow the initiations to come. Do not shut down the Heart for fear that it may be hurt. Do not fall into the selfish restraint of the Electrons of your own Light of Love, which must then build and build and build until the dam bursts in crazed ignorance. Learn how to extend that Love unconditionally every day to all of life and you will master God Love. You will become Gods and Goddesses
of Love. Your pursuits will be filled with victories for you will know when to enter and when not to enter. You will understand why certain initiations come and what must be attained through the pursuit of those initiations.

Do not expect to always understand the workings of Love until such time as you are ascended or have donned the garment of adeptship. For the Heart’s prompting will oft times confound the outer mind — you will not be able to read the full record that is involved. Trust in your God Presence, and as you pursue the Love of God first, you will know when to trust others as well. Even though there be times when you feel betrayed or disappointed in your pursuit of Love, you will always have the foundation of the Love of God to keep you firmly fixed upon the pathway to the Heart of God. That is truly the all-in-all of Love. All other things must come second to the pursuit of God Love. If they do not, they are not pure and, as such, are not a part of the fulfillment of your Divine Plan.

I have come that you might have a greater understanding of the Currents of Love released from the Secret Love Star. My Presence has allowed for the fullness of its release to come closer to your feeling body, to illumine your mental body, and for you to find comfort in knowing that, though we are ascended, we understand the workings of the unascended Heart.

O Beloved, should you desire to enter into a greater understanding of Love while acquiring mastery of the Heart, call to me, and I will sit with you, keeping watch through the night as you search the fabric of your being to discover your one true Love and the greatest Love of all, the Love of God.

Be sealed with the Light of the Secret Love Star and allow each of its nine points of Light, focusing the consciousness of the Ascended and Cosmic Being who maintains its Fire, to impress upon your consciousness the understanding of the wise use and the development of Love. Each point holds a key to your Victory of Love.

I AM in Love,

Venus